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Today's best-selling study BibleÃ¢â‚¬â€¢the Life Application Study BibleÃ¢â‚¬â€¢has been

updated and expanded. Over 300 new Life Application notes, nearly 350 note revisions, 16 new

personality profiles, updated charts, and a Christian Worker's Resource make today's number one

selling study Bible even better. FEATURES:  Over 300 new Life Application notes and significant

revisions to nearly 350 others  16 new Personality Profiles  Most charts revised to clarify meaning

and importance, plus eight all-new charts  New information on the intertestamental period  Christian

Worker's Resource, a special supplement to enhance the reader's ministry effectiveness, includes:

How to Become a Believer, How to Follow Up with a New Believer, Mining the Treasures of the Life

Application Study Bible, So You've Been Asked to Speak, and Taking the Step to Application
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You're holding the Holy Bible, New Living Translation. An authoritative Bible translation, rendered

faithfully into today's English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's

scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages--but

even more powerful are stories of how people's lives are changing as the words speak directly to

their hearts. That's why we call it ''The Truth Made Clear.''

I've been a Christian since I was a child, but even into my newly 30s, I could never keep my head in

the bible becuase it was so annoyingly confusing. One thing I hate about studying the bible is just

continuously hitting verses that don't make sense, and then I gotta stop and do more research on it.



Then, I return to reading, and hit another verse I don't understand, and then it's the same routine

over and over. For this reason, I just hinder studying the bible.So, after ranting to somebody about

it, they suggested I get an application bible, which I had never heard before. Just two days into it, it's

successfully KEEPING me in the bible. What I enjoy is that there's additional commentary either

above or usually at the bottom of the page that explains almost EVERY verse in detail. In fact, this

book is so detailed that at first, I was worried about how much of a ramble it was, but it's worth

reading to help you be more intimate with God's word, and even gain a better perspective then to

rely on how ignorant I was. There's so much thorough material to read that it's taking me a very long

time to finish Genesis.1) I appreciate the commentary and the additional bonus histories that may

relate to the passages.2) I appreciate the timelines (years), and even the maps given to

demonstrate where an event happened.3) It tells you who wrote each book.4) Right at the end of

each chapter, It gives guidelines/summary of who a character was; their weakness, who they are

related to, and how many times they were mentioned in the bible.5) There is red text to pinpoint

Christ's dialogue. When comparing my old NIV bible to this, it didn't have that, but does have the

same material; so nothing (to my knowledge so far) has been left out.One thing I have to caution

people on is be light in marking or highlighting on the pages, becuase they do bleed through the

VERY paper-thin pages. So, maybe putting sticky tabs at the edge of the page may work better.I will

update as I go.

I absolutely love this Bible it has me finding myself spending hours doing devotion because it brings

the word to life in a way I can apply to my daily situations. I wish there was an App so if I dont have

my Bible with me I could still easily study thats how engaging it is you dont want to put it down.

My favorite study Bible of all time! Very practical. Extensive notes don't just explain the passages,

they delve into positive and negative character traits and situations and show us how to apply those

principles to our everyday lives. In depth profiles on people in the Bible, places, and timelines. There

are a lot of great study Bibles available, but the Life Application Bible is definitely my favorite!

I love the NLT translation and the commentary on each page is outstanding and enlightening. This

is my favorite Bible. It's pretty heavy and a little bulky, but I don't know how you can get around that

considering all the extra information included.

This Bible was one of my best purchases this year! I own the NIV Life Application, but I have always



enjoyed the New Living Translation. The Life Application study notes are wonderful and provide new

perspective when reading those passages you've read times before. If you're just beginning reading

the Bible, the notes will give clarity to stories, concepts, and characters you may not understand.I

like the two-tone leather and the personal size is very convenient. My only complaint with the

personal size is the margins are inconsistent. One page may have a wider top or side margin than

the page right next to it. Not a huge problem, but may really bother some readers.So get the

standard size if you need balanced margins, but please consider the Life Application to help you dig

deeper.There is no better study tool than the Life Application Bible!

This review is about the Kindle version and not the Bible itself. I bought another Kindle Bible and

had tremendous difficulty with pressing just the right place on the screen to get to the book, chapter,

and verse. Often I'd have to go far ahead and page by page backward till I located the passage I

wanted. I returned that version and bought the Life Application Study Bible version. Locating the

passage is easier but not great. Moving about through the maps and references are time consuming

and distracting. I love that I have access to so much information in a small package along with my

other books, but I don't think the Kindle Paperwhite is the best tool for a reference book (or Bible)

where reading is not always cover to cover.

I have the hard copy as well as the Kindle version. I can carry my Kindle in my purse with the four

Bible versions as opposed to carrying four different Bibles. I love that it is as in depth as it is. You

can get definitions of things you may not understand, a "view" of the time in which the chapter you

are reading was written as well as the circumstances..battle, betrayal, peace, sadness, etc. This

Bible has given me greater understanding and has inspired me to read more.

I'm giving this a one star to wake up the engineers that created this. This product does not work well

on the Microsoft Surface. It runs very slow and the link to the bible verse references (via tapping on

the highlighted bible verse number) rarely works. Absolutely awful experience.Although, 4 stars for

my Apple products: iPad, iPhone, iPod. 4 stars because I cannot quickly go to a bible verse but

have to continually go to the table of contents, then scroll to the bible books. The search feature is

useless. For example, if I search John 3:16, it does not understand.Hopefully an updated version

will fix the issues.
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